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This booklet has been produced to tell you about the practice and about what we do. Should any questions  
remain unanswered, please do not hesitate to speak to any member of staff, who will be happy to help.

PRACTICE MANAGER:

*Wednesday until 19.00 limited  
to adult patients

OPENING HOURS

Monday 08.30 – 15.30
Tuesday 08.30 – 15.30
Wednesday 08.30 – 19.00
Thursday 08.30 – 15.15
Friday 08.30 – 15.15

CONTACT US

By phone: 0141 243 2636
By fax: 0141 243 2637
Out of hours emergency 

only: 07789 847 588
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Don’t take our word for it! Let our happy patients tell you about their experiences:

Testimonials

PATIENT:  YR

“Amazing result, delighted with my 
new smile. I received such professional 
treatment from start to finish. It’s never  
too late to have a brace.”

PATIENT:  LH

“Friendly staff, good 
appointment times, advice 
good and overall a pleasant, 
(nearly painless) experience.”

PATIENT:  CS

“My time at the Glasgow Orthodontics 
has been fabulous for myself and my 
older brother. We both have great 
straight teeth enhancing our  
fabulous smile.”

PATIENT:  JL

“Most helpful in 
every aspect of my 
orthodontic treatment.  
Always a friendly 
attitude. Huge  
thanks to Simon  
for helping me 
transform my smile”

PATIENT:  JMCG

“Very happy with 
my results.  Well 
worth the effort and 
prompting from 
Simon and the rest 
of the staff. Smiling 
happy now. Thank  
you all very much.”

PATIENT:  KT

“We are both very 
happy with K’s 
smile, we found our 
experience welcoming 
and pleasant. We 
received 24hr helpful 
information. Thank 
you to all the staff”

PATIENT:  SB

“I didn’t always 
maintain my braces 
as I should have but 
the staff were very 
understanding and 
helpful. My teeth have 
ended up the way I 
wanted them.”

PATIENT:  LL

“My time here at Glasgow 
Orthodontics has been 
comforting, when I have 
been impatient and  
anxious to get my braces 
off, Simon has encouraged 
me to keep going for a 
fantastic end result. The 
staff are very friendly, it’s  
a lovely environment.”

PATIENT:  MMCI

“I can not fault the 
practice in any way, shape 
or form. The service they 
provide is second to 
none. The staff are very 
efficient, friendly and 
provide results that are 
beyond expectations. I 
will definitely recommend 
this practice to all.”
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Before After

WHAT DOES IT INVOLVE?
Treatment involves wearing a brace or orthodontic  

appliances, such as fixed braces, which come in stainless 

steel, tooth coloured and lingual braces, which are  

“invisible”. There are also removable braces, functional 

braces (twin blocks) and clear removable aligners.

EXTRACTIONS/ELASTICS?
Orthodontic treatment may involve extractions  

to create space if the teeth are crowded or if they  

stick out. We only request extractions if there is  

no alternative. Sometimes patients need to wear  

elastics to correct the bite, and sometimes we may  

ask you to wear elastics instead of extractions. If you  

do not wear your elastics, we may have to resort to  

extractions instead.

RETAINERS
After the brace is finished, you will be given retainers to 

keep the teeth straight. The retainers will be either bonded 

onto your teeth on the inside so as not to be seen, or they 

will be removable and worn only at night time. Without 

retainers, the teeth will move back.

DURATION
Braces are usually worn for one to two years. Owing to the 

constraints of the NHS, we cannot remove the brace or 

complete treatment in less than one year.

VISITS
Visits are usually arranged every two months. All  

appointments are during school hours, so please make  

sure you let your teacher know and arrange to catch  

up with any missed work. Please visit our website at:  

glasgoworthodontics.co.uk

RISKS
There is a small risk of damage to the roots and the vitality 

of the teeth as a result of orthodontic tooth movement.  

The risks are small but worth considering. For this reason, 

we would not recommend treatment where the dental 

irregularity is minimal. The benefits of treatment have to 

outweigh the risks. If you have any concerns, please  

discuss this with your orthodontist.

TOOTH BRUSHING AND DIET
Your tooth brushing should be excellent and fizzy  

drinks and sweets must be kept to an absolute minimum.  

Patients who don’t brush well usually end up with decay  

or white/brown marks on their front teeth after treatment, 

as a result of plaque accumulation and sugar in the diet.

COMMITMENT
Wearing braces is a big commitment. The whole family 

should be aware of the input required to complete  

orthodontic treatment successfully. If you cannot  

commit, you really shouldn’t start.

What is orthodontics?
Orthodontic treatment is a way of straightening or moving teeth to improve the smile and the way they 
work. Orthodontic treatment can also improve the long-term health of the teeth, gums and jaw joints.
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FIRST VISIT
The first visit is usually very easy. This is an opportunity for 

you to tell us what you do not like about your teeth. From 

our point of view, what we need to know is: do you need 

a brace and are you ready to begin brace treatment? At 

this stage we can give you a very general overview of what 

treatment will entail and we can discuss how we can help. 

READY?
If you are ready to begin treatment, we will arrange an  

appointment to come back to take records and discuss 

treatment in more detail.

NOT READY?
If there are baby teeth still present, or you are too young  

to start, we will postpone treatment and arrange six or  

12-monthly recall appointments until you are ready.

SECOND VISIT
If you are ready, the second visit is arranged for you to  

have impressions, photos, any necessary radiographs  

and get your forms signed. These records then form the 

basis of an application, which is sent to the NHS where we 

apply for approval to begin treatment. We cannot begin 

treatment until we receive funding. This usually takes four 

to six weeks. Please use this visit to ask all your questions 

so that you know what is involved before you commit.

GETTING STARTED
Once we receive approval from the NHS, we will  

write to you with an appointment or appointments to  

begin treatment.

EXTRACTIONS
If there are extractions required, we will write to your  

dentist at the same time to let them know which teeth have 

to be removed. In the letter you receive from us, there will 

be a request that you contact your dentist and arrange for 

this to be done, ideally two to three weeks before your  

appointment to fit the brace.

NOT NHS FUNDED
Not everyone will get NHS funding for braces. The  

NHS takes the view that only those with really irregular 

teeth should receive NHS treatment. In other words,  

where orthodontic treatment will make a significant  

improvement to your dental health. We are now  

obliged to apply a measurement to everyone’s teeth  

called the IOTN (Index Of Treatment Need). If your  

treatment is cosmetic or to close spaces, you may  

have to pay. Please ask your orthodontist about  

the options.

WILL I HAVE TO PAY?
Each patient is assessed and given a grade according to 

how their teeth look. Where the dental irregularity is  

mild, or where the treatment proposed is for cosmetic 

reasons rather than for dental health reasons, orthodontic 

treatment may not be covered by the NHS. Each  

patient is assessed and given a grade. Low scores do  

not meet the NHS criteria, however, please do not be 

put off from seeking advice. Let us have a look and  

advise you. Sometimes, cases that might appear to  

have a low score have a hidden problem which still  

needs orthodontic treatment.

Visiting the practice
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YOUR DENTIST
Please remember to visit your dentist regularly for check 

up appointments throughout orthodontic treatment.  

Please let us know if you change dentist.

ADULT ORTHODONTICS
More and more adults are seeking orthodontic treatment, 

especially with the aesthetic brace options that are now 

available. Perhaps you were not offered braces in your 

teens or your teeth have moved recently or you have 

decided that this is the right time to go ahead. If so,  

please ask.

PRIVATE TREATMENT
Some adults are entitled to NHS braces but most opt for 

something a bit more discreet. There are many options 

available and we have easy interest free payment plans to 

spread the cost. The embarrassment factor is no longer 

there. You will be surprised just how easy it is.

AESTHETIC BRACES
Modern smart aesthetic braces look great and work  

well. They are small, transparent, fully adjustable, easy  

to fit and easy to remove. They work quickly, painlessly  

and effectively.  

LINGUAL BRACES
Lingual braces are fitted to the inside or tongue surface of 

the teeth so they are completely invisible! They work every 

bit as well as an aesthetic brace but look better. Nobody 

will ever know you have a brace but they will be amazed  

as your teeth straighten and align.

CLEAR ALIGNERS (INVISALIGN)
Much has been said about aligners and Invisalign are the 

market leaders. Aligners are very clever and look great.  

You will be given several clear aligners which will move 

your teeth in stages towards their ideal alignment. They 

have to be worn full time but can be removed for brushing 

and eating, leaving you in complete control. They work 

best where there is mild to moderate dental irregularity.
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Fixed appliances (train tracks)

PROCEDURE
The teeth are first polished, dried and then primed. The 

brackets are bonded using dental resin and set in place  

with a blue light. The procedure usually takes no more  

than half an hour and is completely pain free. 

AFTERWARDS
Later that night and for the next three to five days, the 

teeth are likely to be sore. We usually recommend mild 

painkillers such as paracetamol or ibuprofen, if it is safe to 

do so. 

ADJUSTMENT VISITS
Adjustment visits are usually scheduled six to 10 weeks 

apart, depending on what is being done. At each adjust 

visit, the brace may be tightened or progress monitored.

WAX/PUTTY
Occasionally the wire or brackets rub the inside of the 

cheeks and can cause ulceration. We can provide a soft 

vegetable wax, which you can soften and place over the 

sharp part of the brace. The cheeks usually get used to the 

brace and the irritation will settle within five to 10 days. If 

not, please let us know and we may arrange an emergency 

visit to see if we can do anything to help.

These consist of brackets and tubes temporarily bonded onto each tooth. Each tooth is linked by a flexible 
wire, which is held in place by small elastic rings. These come in various colours. The wires exert gentle 
pressure to move each tooth into a new position.
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Broken bracket

BREAKAGES 
If you break your brace, treatment may be stopped. Braces 

don’t break themselves. Breakages will slow down your 

treatment and will mean you have to make extra visits. 

The brace is delicate, the wires fragile and the brackets are 

only lightly bonded onto the tooth surface. One breakage 

adds about two months to your overall treatment time, 

regardless of whose fault it is or when you let us know.  

Please avoid hard sweets, chewing gum, chocolate bars.  

Please also avoid: biscuits, crispy rolls, crusty bread and 

hard toast. Raw carrots and hard apples will also break the 

brace. Pencils, pen tops and sports water bottles with pull 

out stoppers should also be avoided.

REPAIRS
Repairs are usually carried out at a separate appointment.  

We may not be able to carry out any repairs at your routine 

appointment due to lack of time. Please notify us of any 

breakages as soon as possible so that a repair appointment 

can be arranged to fix the brace or relieve any discomfort.  

If you repeatedly break your brace, treatment may be 

stopped. Please phone 0141 243 2636.
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TOOTH BRUSHING
You will have to brush your teeth at least twice a day with 

a fluoride toothpaste. The night time brush before you go 

to bed must be particularly thorough and should last for 

four minutes with each tooth surface receiving at least four 

seconds of scrub time. Please pay particular attention to 

the gum line as this is where plaque collects. Gum disease 

and tooth decay will also start in this area. Red gums that 

bleed easily are a sign of gum disease and will need extra 

brushing to restore the gums to health.

We recommend that you use interdental brushes available 

from reception. These are designed for precise cleaning 

under the wires and between the teeth:

Failure to keep your teeth clean will lead to permanent 

damage to the teeth, as shown (above right). This patient 

didn’t brush her teeth and drank fizzy drinks during 

orthodontic treatment. 

Failure to keep the brace clean will lead to permanent 

damage to your teeth as shown below: 

The patient below did brush her teeth well and was careful 

with her diet during orthodontic treatment:

DURATION
Treatment usually takes between 12 and 24 months  

but varies according to how severe your case is.  

Failed and cancelled appointments or breakages  

will prolong treatment.

ELASTICS
It may be necessary for you to wear elastics at some stage 

of treatment. You may be asked to wear them full time 

including eating or just at night time but will depend on 

what has to be corrected. For the quickest and best  

results, follow the orthodontist’s instructions carefully.

CONTACT SPORTS
If you play a contact sport such as rugby or hockey, it is 

strongly recommended that you purchase a re-mouldable 

gum shield from a good sports shop. Please follow the 

instructions on the packet.

Fixed appliances (continued)
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REMOVABLE RETAINERS
Clear removable retainers are made over two visits.   

When the braced is removed, impressions are taken.  

The retainer is made and fitted on the second visit up  

to a week later. During this time the teeth will move  

slightly so it is very important to return for the second 

appointment for the fit of the retainers. If you delay,  

the teeth will move further, the retainers won’t fit and  

the teeth will return back where they started!

REGIME
Initially when fitted, they will feel quite tight. This is quite 

normal and is due to the teeth moving after the brace is 

removed. The retainer will position the teeth back to where 

they were on the day the brace was removed. After one to 

two days, they will fit much more comfortably. The retainer 

should be worn full time for the first two days. It should 

only be removed for eating and brushing. After the first 

two days they should be worn for 10 hours every evening 

and night from 9pm until 7am. We will arrange to see you 

for check ups every three months for a year to make sure 

the teeth are settling properly. Over the year, it should 

be possible to gradually reduce the number of hours and 

days the removable retainer is worn for. Please bring your 

removable retainer with you to each visit.

SAFEKEEPING
It should be kept in a plastic case when not being worn.   

It should not be wrapped in tissues, put in pockets or left 

where someone else or the dog might find it. If you lose  

it or break it, the teeth will start to move. It is therefore vital 

that you let us know straight away. The NHS will no longer 

replace them free of charge. Please phone reception to find 

out the current NHS replacement cost. Retainer boxes are 

available from reception.

Retainers
As soon as the brace is removed, retainers are fitted. Without retainers the teeth will return back to their  
original positions, undoing all of the effort and good work. We normally recommend retainers for life as 
unwanted tooth movement can occur long after you have had your brace removed.
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FIXED OR BONDED RETAINERS
Bonded retainers are discreet and effective as they are 

placed on the inside surface of the front teeth. Their 

major drawback is that they are fragile, while their major 

advantage is they are not removable. They are made 

over two visits with impressions taken on the first visit, 

made and fitted up to a week later. You should avoid hard 

foods and fizzy drinks to minimise breakages. Hygiene is 

paramount with fixed retainers. Please ask to be shown 

how to use TePe interdental brushes (see right).

REGIME
We will arrange to see you for check ups every three  

months for a year to make sure the retainer hasn’t broken 

and that the teeth are settling properly.  

BREAKAGES
It can be difficult to know if the fixed retainer has broken.  

You may feel a sharp edge or loose or moving wire.   

If in doubt, it is best to arrange a check up. Please ring us 

as soon as possible if you think your retainer is broken.  

An appointment will be arranged as soon as possible, 

ideally within the week. Do not wait for your next routine 

appointment, as your teeth will move while the retainer  

is broken.

Retainers (continued)
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PROCEDURE
Two visits are arranged a week apart. An impression is 

taken, brace designed and sent to an outside laboratory  

for construction. At the second visit, the brace is fitted  

and instructions given. This is a painless procedure that 

takes about five to ten minutes.  

INSTRUCTIONS
The brace has to be worn full time, especially when eating.  

It should be removed for brushing at least twice a day.  

The teeth and gums, especially on the inside should be 

kept very clean and healthy. The fitting surface of the  

brace should also be kept clean. Tooth decay, gum disease 

and infections such as thrush can become a problem where 

the hygiene is not adequate.

PROBLEMS
It is very normal for you to expect difficulties with eating 

and speaking for the first two to three weeks. Eating and 

swallowing can be tricky. We recommend a soft diet at 

first, consisting of pasta, fish, mince, soups, etc. until you 

can chew again. Lisping is quite normal to begin with, but 

it will only take a few days to regain your speech. You may 

feel a lot of saliva under the brace at first. This usually 

settles after 24 to 48 hours.

 

DISCOMFORT
There is no pain experienced when a removable brace is 

fitted but there can be discomfort six to eight hours after 

the brace has been tightened lasting for about 24 hours. 

We do not usually tighten the brace at the fitting visit. 

We would usually give you a month to get used to the 

brace before the first tighten. If necessary, take a painkiller.  

Whatever you would take for a mild headache should be 

adequate. If the brace digs in or rubs, please do not remove 

the brace. Please give us a call to arrange an urgent visit to 

sort the problem.

BREAKAGES
If your brace is broken, please let us know as soon as you 

can and we will arrange to see you to have it repaired. 

If it is safe to do so, please continue to wear it until it is 

removed for repair. Breakages usually take three to five 

days to repair.

Removable appliances
Removable braces are used to correct simple problems such as a tooth over the bite or expansion.   
It is a plastic plate with springs to move the teeth and clips to hold it in.

Before After
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EATING
Ideally, soft food at the start then gradually return to 

normal over the first two weeks. The brace has to be in for 

eating unless instructed not to. Taking it out to eat affects 

your speech and comfort and will undo what has been 

achieved setting you back.

BRUSHING
Please remove the brace to brush. Brush your teeth in the 

usual way, paying particular attention to the gums on the 

inside and palate. Remember to brush the fitting surface of 

the brace as well. Do this thoroughly, morning and night.  

You can remove the brace to give it a rinse at school.

AVOID
Avoid all hard, chewy sweets and fizzy drinks. If they get 

under the brace, your teeth will rot very quickly. Even good 

hard things such as hard apples and raw carrots should be 

avoided as they can damage your brace.

DURATION
Removable appliance therapy usually takes no more than 

six to nine months with visits arranged every four weeks.  

Breakages and missed appointments will greatly slow 

down your treatment.

CONTACT SPORTS
Removable appliances should be worn for sports and  

only removed for rugby and hockey where a sports gum 

shield is required.

Removable appliances (continued)
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PROCEDURE
Two visits are arranged two weeks apart. Upper and lower 

impressions are taken again. The brace is designed and 

sent to an outside laboratory for construction. At the 

second visit, the brace is fitted and instructions given. This 

is a painless procedure that takes about five to ten minutes.  

INSTRUCTIONS
The brace has to be worn full time, especially when eating. 

It should be removed for brushing twice a day. The teeth 

and gums, especially on the inside should be kept very 

clean and healthy. The fitting surface of the brace should 

also be kept clean. Tooth decay, gum disease and infections 

such as thrush can become a problem where the hygiene is 

not adequate.

PROBLEMS
It is normal for you to experience difficulties with eating 

and speaking for the first two to three weeks. We 

recommend a soft diet at first, consisting of pasta, fish, 

mince, soups, etc. until you can chew again. Lisping is quite 

normal to begin with. You may feel a lot of saliva under the 

brace at first, which usually settles after 24 to 48 hours.  

Reading out loud helps with speaking.  

DISCOMFORT
There is no pain experienced when a Twin Block is fitted 

but there can be discomfort six to eight hours after the 

brace has been fitted lasting for about 24 hours. If the 

brace digs in or rubs it can cause an ulcer. Please do NOT 

remove the brace; instead please give us a call to arrange  

a visit to sort the problem.

Functional appliances – the Twin Block
The Twin Block has revolutionised how we treat patients with prominent upper incisors in recent years.   
They have reduced the need for extractions and in some cases completely removed that. This makes  
them ideal for anxious patients. The down side is they are difficult braces to wear on account of their size.

Before After
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BREAKAGES
Please take great care of your brace. Breakages slow down 

your treatment or make it impossible for us to fully correct 

your teeth. Please let us know as soon as you can and we 

will arrange to see you to have it repaired. If it is safe to do 

so, please continue to wear it until it is removed for repair.  

Breakages usually take three to five days to repair. Losing 

your brace can be very expensive.

EATING
Ideally, soft food at the start then gradually return to 

normal over the first two weeks. The brace has to be worn 

especially when eating unless instructed not to. Taking it 

out to eat affects your speech and comfort and will undo 

what has been achieved setting you back. It may seem a 

bit unusual to make this suggestion, but chewing sugar 

free chewing gum helps the brace settle in, eating and 

speech. Wrigley’s Orbit is less sticky than extra.

BRUSHING
Please remove the brace to brush.  Brush your teeth in the 

usual way with a fluoride tooth paste, paying particular 

attention to the gums on the inside and palate.  

Remember to brush the fitting surface of the brace as  

well. Do this thoroughly, morning and night. You can 

remove the brace to give it a rinse at school.

DIET
Avoid all hard, chewy sweets and fizzy drinks.  

If they get under the brace, your teeth will rot very  

quickly. Even good hard things such as hard apples  

and raw carrots may have to be avoided as they can 

damage your brace.

DURATION
Functional appliance therapy usually takes no more  

than six to nine months with visits arranged every eight 

weeks.  Breakages and missed appointments will greatly 

slow down your treatment.

CONTACT SPORTS
Twin Block appliances should be worn for sports and  

only removed for rugby and hockey where a sports  

gum shields is required.

Functional appliances (continued)
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AFTER CARE
Patients are always welcome back to have their wire 

retainers repaired or teeth re-aligned if they relapse.   

If a wire retainer breaks, the teeth will start to move.  

This happens within 24 hours of the breakage. The  

sooner you let us know, the sooner the wire can be  

fixed and the less the teeth will move. This is usually free  

if you are under 18 years of age. If gaps appear or the  

teeth move after you have been discharged, your teeth  

can be re-aligned with braces. This may only take two to 

four visits but you will be charged per visit. Please contact 

us for prices.

YOUR RIGHTS
You have the right to:

• Receive treatment from, or under the supervision of  

a qualified, registered specialist in orthodontics,  

supported by registered specialist orthodontic  

therapists and nurses.

• Have treatment decisions and progress discussed  

and explained.

• Be treated in a friendly, safe and professional 

environment.

• Receive the highest standard of treatment delivery  

and outcome.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
To follow the treatment instructions at all times,  

including:

• Maintain a high standard of tooth brushing and hygiene.

• Avoid sweets, fizzy drinks and hard foods.

• Wear your elastics as directed.

These instructions are not optional. Failure to follow  

these instructions will result in tooth decay under your 

brace, will compromise the quality of the end result and 

may result in the brace being removed before the teeth 

are straight. Arrive in plenty of time for your appointment.  

If you are late, it is likely that you will be reappointed.

CONDUCT
If you are unhappy about the service, we would like to 

know about it. Appointments are not always possible at a 

time that suits everyone and this can lead to frustration.  

All the above can be discussed either with reception 

staff or the orthodontist. However, aggressive or abusive 

behaviour towards staff will not be tolerated and may 

result in exclusion from treatment.

RESPECT
As a professional practice, we are obliged to treat you with 

care, courtesy and consideration. We are obliged to respect 

your privacy and safety. We expect you to apply the same 

consideration towards our staff and working environment.

PATIENT CONFIDENTIALITY
We take patient confidentiality very seriously at Glasgow 

Orthodontics and all personal information is treated in the 

strictest confidence.

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
We aim to make your experience at Glasgow Orthodontics 

as pleasurable as possible. Should you have any complaint 

or suggestion, please contact Rosemary Kelly, our  

practice manager.

Patient Charter
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Patient Charter (continued)
CROSS INFECTION CONTROL
All our staff take cross infection control very seriously.  

Every member of staff undertaking a procedure in the 

mouth will wear a new pair of gloves and a new facemask 

for every patient. All our instruments are first cleaned in an 

ultra-sonic bath before being inspected then sterilised in 

an autoclave. All our patients are encouraged to wear eye 

protection whenever a procedure is carried out on your 

brace for your eye safety.

MISSED APPOINTMENTS
If you miss an appointment, you will be denying  

someone else the opportunity to have their teeth fixed.  

Missed appointments cost the NHS £15 million per year.  

If you miss an appointment, you will be asked to pay a  

fine of £15 for a short appointment and £30 for a long  

appointment. If you miss several appointments, your  

treatment may be stopped.

LATE FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT
All the orthodontists are fully booked for eight weeks 

ahead. If you turn up late, you will be taking another  

patient’s appointment slot. This will result in your  

orthodontist running late; and all subsequent patients  

having to wait to be seen. Please do not be offended if  

we rearrange another appointment for you.

REPLACEMENT BRACES
If you lose your brace or break it beyond repair, the  

NHS will no longer replace your brace free of charge. 

You will be charged the current NHS fee regardless of 

the reason.  Please contact our reception to find out the 

current fees.

Before After
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We have a range of oral hygiene products, retainer boxes and gum shields for sale.  Please ask at reception.  
Gum shields can be fitted at home or in the practice. Examples of products available:

Products for sale

Mouth mirror for checking bonded retainers at home
Oral-B 3.5 toothbrush

Oral-B Superfloss for between teeth under bonded retainers

Retainer boxes in different colours

TePe interdental brushes – green for under 
the brace, small pink brushes for between 
the teeth

PlaqSearch disclosing tablets for identifying old and new 
plaque deposits and for checking your brushing technique

Duraphat high concentration fluoride toothpaste
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